Instructions

Language: Submission should be in English only.

Writeup: You must do the writeup alone. For each question, cite all references used (or write ‘none”) and collaborators (or write ‘alone”). Explain why you needed to consult any of the references.

Collaboration: Collaboration is allowed, but limit yourselves to groups of size at most two.

References: Try not to run to reference material to answer questions (this also includes the web!). Try to think about the problem to see if you can solve it without consulting any external sources. If this fails, you may ask me for a hint, or look up any reference material.

Deadline: The deadline is strict.

1. For a lattice $\Lambda$ let $\mu(\Lambda)$ denote the covering radius of $\Lambda$.
   (a) Let $\Lambda$ be some arbitrary lattice and let $B$ be some basis for it. Show that if $x$ is chosen uniformly from $\mathcal{P}(B)$ then
   $$\Pr[d(x, \Lambda) \geq \mu(\Lambda)/2] \geq \frac{1}{2},$$
   i.e., the distance of $x$ from $\Lambda$ is at least half the covering radius of $\Lambda$ with probability at least half. (The choice of $\mathcal{P}(B)$ is mainly for technical convenience; you might want to first imagine a proof for a point chosen ‘uniformly from $\text{span}(\Lambda)$’)
   (b) We define the promise problem $\text{GapCRP}_\gamma$ as follows. An input is a pair $(B, d)$ where $B$ is a rank $n$ lattice basis and $d$ is a rational number. In YES inputs $\mu(L(B)) \leq d$ and in NO inputs $\mu(L(B)) > \gamma \cdot d$. Find an AM protocol for $\text{GapCRP}_2$.
   (c) For a lattice $\Lambda$, we define $\alpha(\Lambda)$ as the smallest $r > 0$ such that
   $$\Pr_x[d(x, \Lambda) \geq \mu(\Lambda)/r] \geq \frac{1}{100}.$$
   We already know that for any lattice $\Lambda$, $\alpha(\Lambda) \leq 2$. Show that for any $\varepsilon > 0$, there exists a lattice $\Lambda$ such that $\alpha(\Lambda) > \sqrt{3} - \varepsilon$. Can you find lattices with larger $\alpha(\Lambda)$?

2. For a lattice $\Lambda$ let $\mu(\Lambda)$ denote the covering radius of $\Lambda$.
   (a) Show that for any lattice $\Lambda$, $\mu(\Lambda) \geq \lambda_1(\Lambda)/2$.
   (b) Show that for any integer $n$, there exists an $n$-dimensional full-rank lattice $\Lambda$ that satisfies $\mu(\Lambda) \leq 3\lambda_1(\Lambda)/2$ (for starters, show $\mu(\Lambda) \leq 2\lambda_1(\Lambda)$). Hint: Starting with some lattice, say $\mathbb{Z}^n$, show that as long as $\mu(\Lambda) > 3\lambda_1(\Lambda)/2$, one can replace $\Lambda$ with some $\Lambda' \supseteq \Lambda$ such that $\lambda_1(\Lambda) = \lambda_1(\Lambda')$. The lattice $\Lambda'$ is obtained from $\Lambda$ by adding a carefully chosen vector to the basis.

3. (a) Show that for any $n$-dimensional full-rank lattice $\Lambda$ and any $n$ linearly independent vectors $b_1, \ldots, b_n \in \Lambda$, we have that $\eta_\varepsilon(\Lambda) \leq \log n \cdot \max \|b_i\|$ for $\varepsilon = n^{-\log n}$.
   (b) (bonus) Can you find an example where $\max \|\tilde{b}_i\|$ is smaller than $\lambda_n(\Lambda)$ by a factor of $\Omega(\sqrt{n})$?